
Agilent 4150 TapeStation

The 4150 TapeStation system is an automated 
electrophoresis solution for quality control (QC) of DNA 
and RNA samples. For the complete portfolio of DNA and 
RNA assays, any sample number from 1 to 16 samples 
can be analyzed at constant cost per sample. The ready-
to-use ScreenTape technology enables ultimate flexibility 
for switching between assays. The system handles your 
samples in two 8-tube strips. 
Location: San Carlos Brittan
Training: Not Required

Rangasamy Elumalai
rangasamy.elumalai@

agilent.com

Agilent AriaMx Real-Time 
PCR

The AriaMx Real-Time PCR system is a fully integrated 
qPCR solution for amplification, detection, and data 
analysis. It has a closed-tube PCR detection format and 
can be used with many fluorescence detection 
chemistries, including SYBR Green and EvaGreen dyes, 
and fluorogenic probe systems such as TaqMan. A 
modular and flexible design with intuitive touch-screen 
interface improves productivity.
Location: San Carlos Brittan
Training: Not Required

Rangasamy Elumalai
rangasamy.elumalai@

agilent.com

Agilent BioTek 405TS 
Plate Washer

The gold standard in microplate plate washers, 
compatible with 96 and 384 well plates. The 405 TS also 
has a unique set of features designed to efficiently and 
effectively wash cell-based assays, microsphere-based 
assays and ELISA, with outstanding results for every 
application.
Locations: San Carlos Brittan
Training: Not Required

Max Ranall 
ranallm@biotek.com

Agilent BioTek Cytation5

Cytation™ 5 combines automated digital microscopy and 
conventional microplate detection. The microscopy 
module offers up to 60x magnification in fluorescence, 
brightfield, high contrast brightfield, color brightfield and 
phase contrast. The multi-mode detection modules 
include monochromator-based fluorescence detection, 
luminescence and UV-Vis absorbance detection.
Locations: San Carlos Brittan
Training: Not Required

Alex Hantz
alex.hantz@agilent.co

m

Agilent Bravo

The Agilent Bravo is a flexible liquid handling platform 
that automates your sample preparation for screening 
applications such as compound management, cell-based 
assays, and biochemical assays. With this robotic liquid 
handling system, time is freed up and consistent data are 
achieved across samples and users. 
Location: San Carlos Brittan
Training: Required

Rangasamy Elumalai
rangasamy.elumalai@

agilent.com
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Agilent Seahorse XF HS 
Mini Analyzer

The Seahorse XF HS Mini Analyzer enables 
researchers to profile cellular metabolism with greater 
flexibility and reliability, particularly for nonadherent cells 
or cells with low levels of aerobic metabolism. It 
resolves metabolic rate differences where you couldn’t 
before, with the best in Seahorse XF data quality, ideal 
for low respiring cell types; Improves consistency of XF 
assays with a streamlined workflow for suspension cell 
types; Turns data to insight in a snap, with advanced 
analytics delivered through the Seahorse Analytics 
cloud platform.
Locations: San Carlos Brittan
Training: Required

Jestine Ho
jestine.ho@agilent.com

Bio-Rad ZE5 Cell Analyzer

Utilizing speed and sample platform flexibility, the ZE5 
Cell Analyzer can meet a broad range of experimental 
complexities and throughput needs. The ZE5 can 
analyze cells and other particles in a diverse range of 
applications. In addition, with its built-in small particle 
detector, the ZE5 can ably detect exosomes. The ZE5 
can be used in high throughput mode to quickly screen 
plates or to quickly find rare events in samples. Novice 
to experienced users can use the ZE5 to expand out 
their full experimental potential in flow cytometry 
studies.
Location: San Carlos Brittan 
Training: Required

Holger Fey 
holger_fey@bio-rad.com

ChemoMetec
NucleoCounter NC-200

The NucleoCounter NC-200 is a high precision 
automated cell counter utilizing state-of-the-art image 
cytometry. The Via1-Cassette™ used for automated 
staining and sample handling is volume calibrated to 
ensure high precision and reproducibility. The 
Automated Cell Counter NucleoCounter NC-200 
provides an all-in-one solution for cell counting and cell 
viability determinations.
Locations: All locations
Training: Not Required

Samuel Ford Robertson 
sfr@chemometec.com

CodexDNA BioXp

The BioXpTM is the world’s first and only synthetic 
biology automation system that enables the synthesis of 
genes, clones or libraries in a consistent turnaround 
time of 3-5 business days, from ordering to retrieving 
final DNA on your benchtop. It allows for onsite 
manufacturing of biological entities, eliminating critical 
bottlenecks experienced in research and development 
of novel therapeutics, vaccines, or diagnostics. The 
BioXpTM System improves productivity and quality 
through automation, in a shortened cycle of design, 
build and test.
Location: San Carlos Industrial
Training: Required

Jennifer Misleh 
Jenniferm@codexdna.co

m
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Curiox Laminar Wash MINI

The Laminar Wash MINI System employs the only 
suspension-cell sample preparation method that 
eliminates the centrifuge and the problems it 
introduces. It is an affordable bench-top instrument 
designed to produce the most quantitative and 
reproducible results for single cell sequencing and 
flow and mass cytometry.
Locations: San Carlos Brittan
Training: Required

Sabrina Coyle 
sabrinac@curiox.com

Cytiva ÄKTA

ÄKTA is a preparative chromatography system 
designed for fast and secure development of scalable 
methods and processes. Speed: Increase your 
productivity. Scalability: achieve direct, dependable 
scalability while systematically anticipating errors. 
Security: reliable results with sample security. 
Locations: San Francisco (Avant) and San Carlos 
Industrial (Pure)
Training: Required

Vivian Tsang  
Vivian.Tsang@cytiva.co

m

Cytiva Biacore T200

Biacore T200 is a versatile, label-free system for 
detailed studies of biomolecular interactions. With 
exceptional sensitivity, this system enables 
interaction analysis with greater precision and 
confidence than ever before. Outstanding sensitivity 
that allows you to push the limits of label-free 
interaction analysis. Analyze interactants ranging 
from ions to viruses. Run 384 samples unattended 
and quickly co-evaluate up to 5000 samples in a 
single evaluation.
Locations: San Francisco and San Carlos Brittan
Training: Required

Shannon Bryant
shannon.bryant@cytiva.

com

IsoPlexis IsoLight

The IsoLight is a hub for comprehensive functional 
profiling of each cell type across a large assay menu 
of single-cell chip and software products. Run an 
entire highly-multiplexed proteomics workflow. Just 
add your sample and walk away, achieving fully 
analyzed data on the same day.
Location: San Carlos Industrial
Training: Required

Hayley Willson
Hayley.Willson@isoplex

is.com

Leica DMi1 inverted 
microscope

This instrument allows you to configure the 
microscope for your needs with flexible condenser 
options and digital imaging documentation features; 
creating a solution that is just right for your lab. It 
features: easy phase contrast - objectives share the 
same light ring, cool, color-safe LED illumination for 
constant color temperature through all stages of 
intensity, HD imaging, flexible working distance up to 
80 mm for accommodating slides, petri dishes, multi-
well dishes, and taller flasks.
Locations: San Francisco and San Carlos Brittan
Training: Required

Jen Lee
Jen.Lee@leica-

microsystems.com
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Leica THUNDER Imager

The THUNDER Imager allows real-time fluorescence 
imaging of 3D tissue sections typically used in 
neuroscience and histology research. The high 
image quality, even with thick tissue sections, is 
combined with the well-known speed, fluorescence 
efficiency, and ease of use of widefield microscopes.
Location: San Francisco and San Carlos Brittan

Jen Lee
Jen.Lee@leica-

microsystems.com

LI-COR D-Digit Gel Scanner

The D-DiGit Gel Scanner is an all-inclusive system 
for detection and gel extraction of DNA and RNA 
stained with fluorescent safe stains. Now you can 
visualize sample migration and conduct gel excision 
without contamination or the need to transfer gels 
between viewing and cutting surfaces.
Location: San Carlos Brittan
Training: Not Required

Danika Bakke 
danika.bakke@licor.co

m

LI-COR Odyssey CLx
Imaging System

The LI-Cor system produces consistent, reproducible 
digital images, without the hassles and 
unpredictability of film – so you can analyze your 
data right away and plan your next experiment.
Locations: All locations
Training: Not Required

Danika Bakke 
danika.bakke@licor.co

m

Miltenyi autoMACS Pro 
Separator

Automated cell isolation with the autoMACS® Pro 
Separator provides fast and gentle isolation of 
virtually any cell type. Cells can be automatically 
isolated even directly from whole blood or bone 
marrow, which makes it ideal for multiple myeloma 
research or lineage-specific chimerism analysis. With 
true walk-away automated cell separation, 
reproducible and user-independent results are 
certain. 
Locations: San Francisco and San Carlos Industrial
Training: Required

Marc Coleman (San 
Francisco)

marcc@miltenyi.com

Ching Chen (San 
Carlos)

chingc@miltenyibiotec.c
om

Miltenyi MACSQuant

The MACSQuant Analyzer brings to life the versatility 
and power required for modern flow cytometry 
applications. Whether mining for rare cells, analyzing 
the efficiency of your cell manufacturing process or 
investigating signaling pathways, you are equipped 
for the task at hand. With a range of automated 
features, this flow cytometer lays the foundation for 
true automation present in all instruments belonging 
to the MACSQuant Family of flow cytometers.
Locations: All locations
Training: Required

Daniela Andrade 
danielaan@miltenyi.co

m
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NanoTemper Tycho NT.6

Tycho verifies protein quality by looking at the structural 
integrity (or foldedness) of a protein. As a thermal ramp is 
applied, the changes in the intrinsic fluorescence, detected at 
both 350 nm and 330 nm, from tryptophan and tyrosine 
residues in the protein are measured. These changes in 
fluorescence signal indicate transitions in the folding state of 
a protein. The temperature at which a transition occurs is 
called the inflection temperature (Ti). The fluorescence is 
recorded during the thermal run, plotted as ratio and used to 
calculate Ti. 
Location: San Carlos Industrial
Training: Not Required

Mariano Cardenas 
Mariano.Cardenas
@nanotempertech

.com

Promega GloMax Discover

GloMax® Discover is a ready-to-use multimode plate reader 
developed with Promega reagent chemistries to provide a 
simple means of detecting luminescence, fluorescence and 
absorbance. This advanced plate reader provides flexible 
use of filters and includes high-performance luminescence, 
fluorescence, UV-Visible absorbance, BRET and FRET, two-
color filtered luminescence and kinetic measurement 
capabilities. 
Locations: All locations
Training: Not Required

Victoria 
Echeverria 

victoria.echeverria
@promega.com

PerkinElmer LabChip GXII 
Touch HT

The LabChip® GXII Touch™ HT protein characterization 
system provides the complete solution for reproducible 
quantitation, molecular weight sizing and percent purity 
analysis of protein samples. Leveraging microfluidic 
electrophoretic separation technology, the LabChip® GXII 
Touch™ system enables rapid characterization with minimal 
sample preparation setup and sample input volume.
Location: San Carlos Brittan
Training: Required

Justin Price 
Justin.Price@perk

inelmer.com

PerkinElmer MuviCyte

The MuviCyte™ live-cell imaging system is designed to 
operate inside your cell-culture incubator, enabling you to 
maintain your cells under optimal conditions and perform a 
wide range of assays in a variety of culture vessels.
Life science research labs study cellular behaviors and 
pathways to gain a deeper understanding of functions, 
disease mechanisms and responses to treatments. Live-cell 
imaging is a vital tool for getting maximum information from 
precious cell samples.
Location: San Carlos Brittan
Training: Required

Justin Price 
Justin.Price@perk

inelmer.com

PerkinElmer EnVision
Multimode Plate Reader

The EnVision® 2105 multimode plate reader provides 
exceptional speed, ultra-high throughput, and maximum 
sensitivity across all detection technologies. Tried and tested, 
the EnVision microplate reader gives you robust performance 
and reliable data for high throughput screening, time after 
time.
Location: San Carlos Industrial
Training: Required

Justin Price 
Justin.Price@perk

inelmer.com
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PerkinElmer Cellaca MX High-
Throughput Automated Cell 

Counter

Combining simplicity with innovation, the Cellaca MX 
high-throughput automated cell counter provides 
whole-well brightfield and fluorescence imaging, 
detection, and analysis in one instrument. Cellaca’s
ability to consistently image, de-cluster, and rapidly 
report cell viability and concentration make it an 
extremely versatile instrument. 
Location: San Carlos Brittan
Training: Required

Justin Price 
Justin.Price@perkin

elmer.com

PerkinElmer Celigo Image 
Cytometer

Celigo is a plate-based benchtop brightfield and 
fluorescent imaging system designed for whole-well 
live-cell analysis and cell sample characterization. 
Celigo images and analyzes cells in various types of 
vessels including 6 – 1536 well plates, T25, T75 
flasks, 10 cm dishes, and glass slides without 
disturbing their natural state. Individual cell level 
analysis is easily generated, providing cell level 
insights unlike ELISA or protein-based assays, and at 
a faster rate than flow cytometry. 
Locations: San Francisco
Training: Required

Justin Price 
Justin.Price@perkin

elmer.com

Cellometer K2 Fluorescent Cell 
Counter

The Cellometer K2, powered by Matrix software, 
utilizes brightfield imaging and dual-fluorescence 
imaging to quickly and accurately identify and count 
individual cells. Cell count, concentration, diameter, 
and % viability are automatically calculated and 
reported.
Locations: All locations
Training: Not Required

Justin Price 
Justin.Price@perkin

elmer.com

Cytena CellCyte X

The CELLCYTE X is a high-throughput live-cell 
imaging system designed to make live-cell imaging 
more efficient, affordable and convenient than ever 
before. With three fluorescence color channels and 
enhanced contour mode for high contrast transmission 
imaging, CELLCYTE X provides maximum insight into 
live-cell experiments inside your incubator without the 
risk of disturbing the cells.
Location: San Carlos Brittan and San Francisco
Training: Required

Alyssa-Lauren 
Martens 

alm@cellink.com

Cytena CASY

Performing reproducible cell assays requires 
comprehensive knowledge of the condition of cells in 
real time. Given the OLS CASY Cell Counter’s 
reliability, speed and ease of use, cytena is offering 
this premier instrument to give microbiologists and 
tissue engineers all the tools and support needed for 
complete 3D cell culture workflows. 
Location: San Carlos Brittan
Training: Not Required

Alyssa-Lauren 
Martens 

alm@cellink.com
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Sartorius Intellicyt iQue3 

The iQue3 is the most advanced flow cytometry 
platform with a focus on speed from setup, to 
acquisition, and analysis. The instrument combines a 
patented sampling method which allows for the 
fastest sample acquisition in the industry from 96 
and 384 well plates.
Location: San Francisco
Training: Required

Helen Ho
Helen.Ho@Sartorius.c

om

Sartorius IncuCyte S3 

The IncuCyte S3 enables live-cell imaging and 
analysis while cells grow in the incubator. The 
instrument provides researchers with deeper and 
more physiologically relevant information about cells 
– plus real-time kinetic data. The IncuCyte
automatically acquires and analyzes images around 
the clock, providing an information-rich analysis that 
is easy to achieve.
Location: San Carlos Industrial
Training: Required

Emily Tuscano  
emily.tuscano@Sartori

us.com

Sony SH800S Cell Sorter

The benchtop SH800S cell sorter permits sorting of 
a wide range of cell sizes for many applications 
using the 70-μm, 100-μm, and 130-μm microfluidic 
sorting chips. This novel, chip-based design is fully 
integrated with comprehensive fluidics controls and 
advanced automation for set-up, acquisition, sort 
and analysis to make sorting less subjective, more 
precise and easier to perform.
Locations: San Francisco and San Carlos Brittan
Training: Required

Jerry Barnhart 
Jerry.Barnhart@sony.

com

Thermo Fisher QuantStudio
Real-Time PCR

The Applied Biosystems® QuantStudio Real-Time 
PCR System facilitates real-time PCR based 
applications with an upgradable block selection, 
allowing you to plan for experiments today and grow 
with tomorrow’s needs. With a simplified workflow, 
intuitive software, and touch-screen interface, the 
QuantStudio system offers exceptional 
reproducibility at a price you can afford.
Locations: All locations
Training: Not Required

Andrea Callegari
andrea.callegari@ther

mofisher.com

Yokogawa CQ1

The CQ1 enables 3D imaging and quantification of 
live cell clusters, such as spheroids within a 3D 
culture vessel, as they are, keeping the cells intact. 
The system has the Microlensed Dual Spinning Disk 
with Laser Illumination, 4 lasers (405nm, 488 nm, 
561nm, and 640nm) and 5 Objectives (4x, 10x Apo, 
20x ELWD, 20x Apo, and 40x Apo). It also has a 
motorized stage which is heated and capable of 
incubation for long time-lapse imaging and it can 
scan multi-well in addition to slides and 35mm petri 
dishes. 
Location: San Carlos Brittan
Training: Required

Kevin Jan
Kevin.Jan@yokogawa.

com
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Shimadzu Nexera Prep HPLC 
System

Nexera Prep LC systems and components 
enhance all aspects of the separation and 
purification process, delivering excellent purity 
results, processing speed, and cost-
effectiveness. Versatile hardware configurations, 
easy optimization of preparative parameters, and 
a user-friendly workflow allow users to select the 
system that best matches the target fraction 
volume and sample type.
Location: San Carlos Brittan
Training: Required

Andrew Meissner
apmeissner@shimadzu.c

om

Creoptix WAVE system

By bringing together modern label-free 
technology, application development know-how 
and sophisticated software, Creoptix offers a 
unique optical biosensor tool for binding kinetics. 
Engineered around our proprietary Grating-
Coupled Interferometry (GCI) technology, the 
Creoptix WAVE system delivers high-quality 
kinetic data across a broader range of samples 
than traditional SPR equipment.
Location: San Carlos Industrial
Training: Not Required

May Poh Lai 
may.poh.lai@malvernpan

alytical.com

MSD MESO QuickPlex SQ120

The QuickPlex instrument offers affordable 
access to high-performance 
electrochemiluminescence immunoassays. This 
compact system has been engineered for 
reliability, ease of use, and low cost of ownership. 
The combination of rapid read times and the 
ability to perform multiple, simultaneous tests on 
a single sample increases productivity, saves 
sample, and delivers results quickly.
Locations: San Francisco and San Carlos 
Industrial
Training: Not Required

Barbara Liepe (San 
Francisco) 

BLiepe@meso-scale.com
David McAuliffe (San 

Carlos)
DMcAuliffe@meso-

scale.com
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VWR

Our partnership with VWR includes the following 
advantages:

1. AYCE - All You Can Eat: basic consumables stocked in 
the lab at a self-serve location;

2. The price for all of your VWR purchases will be at the 
best possible discount as negotiated by Bio.  This is the 

same price that Gilead and Biomarin buy at. 
3. VWR will provide a $50K line of credit.

Please contact Rommel Ladiao to set up an account.

Rommel Ladiao 
rommel.ladiao@avantorscienc

es.com

CLSA

Another helpful program is the CLSA Fellows Program, 
which can cost $200 per year, if you qualify, and provides 

discounts from vendors like VWR and Office Depot. 
Please contact Patricia Flinn (cc’d here) to become a 

CLSA Fellow.

Patricia Flinn 
pflinn@califesciences.org

MilliporeSigma

MilliporeSigma team have extensive resources available 
to assist with your new lab. Please contact Darrick Chow 

to create an online account (for ordering using 
MilliporeSigma website) and enroll your company in our 
New Lab Startup Program which will enable discounted 
pricing and preferred shipping terms. The entire process 

takes about 7-10 days.

Brittany Gigliotti-Betts 
brittany.gigliotti-

betts@milliporesigma.com

Eppendorf

Eppendorf product range includes pipettes and automated 
pipetting systems, dispensers, centrifuges, mixers, 

spectrometers, and DNA amplification equipment as well 
as ultra-low temperature freezers, fermentors, bioreactors, 
CO2 incubators, shakers, and cell manipulation systems. 
Consumables such as pipette tips, test tubes, microtiter 

plates, and single-use bioreactor vessels complement the 
range of highest-quality premium products. 

Brandt Winder (San Carlos) 
Winder.B@eppendorf.com

Shradda Venkat (San 
Francisco) 

Venkat.S@eppendorf.com

Corning
Corning provides high quality, innovative products for life 
science applications enabling people around the world to 

make and deliver life changing discoveries.

Bettina Bazzini-Lapin 
BazziniLBA@corning.com

Thermo Fisher 
Scientific

Thermo Fisher Scientific products address a range of 
needs from sample, material characterization and 

chemical analysis to clinical diagnoses and biological-
based therapeutics manufacturing.  Our partnership with 

Thermo Scientific provides you Biocom discounts and 
access to special benefits and offers to help you to get 

started on your work. 
Please contact Nathaniel Batey to learn more.

Nathaniel Batey 
nathaniel.batey@thermofisher

.com
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